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About me

I was born in Brescia (I) the 3rd of June 1984, I graduated from Università degli 
Studi di Parma (I) in December 2009 after an Erasmus experience at Universität 
Stuttgart (D).

I have had six years of work experience in diff erent architectural offi  ces, where 
I have designed private and public buildings. I have taken part in the plan of a 
wide variety of large to small scale scheme. Working on these projects gave me 
the opportunity to design costum-made furniture, restorations of apartments in 
the historical center, schools and masterplans. I have also had some experience in 
architectural contests.

I’m motivated, committed, tenacious, team-oriented, curious and interested in new 
challenges.

My native language is Italian, but I also speak English and I have studied French 
and German.

My interests are travelling and expositions, furthermore I’m keen on football,     
fi xed-bike, food, coff ee and wine.

Collaborations

April 2012/Still now

Project Architect in Studio di Architettura Jemmi 
August 2013/April 2014

Project Architect in Studio BFG
September 2011/March 2012
Project Architect in Cortesi Architetti
February 2010/May 2011

Architectural Assistant/Project Architect in Marazzi Architetti
with: F. Baghino, F. Bianconi, M. Budel, A. Cannavò, P. Iotti, A. Monteduro, 

M. Pagani, M. Pavarani, L. Serpagli, A. Sportillo, G. Viglioli

Skills
2d Drawing

3d Drawing

Rendering

Model-making

Work in team

Graphic layout

Problem solving

Autocad/2d
Archicad/3d

Sketchup

Artlantis

Photoshop

Excell
Word

Powerpoint

Indesign

Illustrator

Softwares

Work experiences

63
private buildings public buildings urban planning

1225% %%



New Varna Library Contest
Varna - (Bulgaria)

with Studio di Architettura Jemmi
as project architect

New ONAOSI Boarding School Contest
Perugia - (I)

with Studio di Architettura Jemmi
as project architect

VSM8 Refurbishment
Parma - (I)

with Arch. F. Baghino
as architect

AC36 Refurbishment
Rome - (I)

with Arch. F. Baghino
as project architect

Noto Farm Hotel
Noto - (I)

with Studio BFG
as project architect

CM48 Refurbishment
Lavagna - GE (I)

with Studio di Architettura Jemmi
as project architect 

Laguna Landscape
Chioggia - VE (I)

with Arch. F. Stocchi
as project architect

Instant House Contest - SPECIAL MENTION
Milan - (I)

with Arch. M. Budel and F. Stocchi
as project architect

Corcagnano Kindergarten 
Corcagnano - PR (I)

with Studio di Architettura Jemmi
as project architect

Trentinosviluppo Stand - Made Expo 2010
Milan - (I)

with Arch. F. Bianconi
as project architect

Noberasco Corner
Milan (I) - Rinascente Duomo

with Marazzi Architetti
as architect assistent 

Manerbio Masterplan
Manerbio - BS (I)

with Cortesi Architetti
as project architect 

USI/SUPSI Campus
Lugano - (CH)

with Marazzi Architetti / Iotti + Pavarani Architetti
as project architect 

Medolla Library
Medolla - MO (I)

with Marazzi Architetti
as architect assistent 

Ostellato Natural Oasis
Ostellato - FE (I)

with Marazzi Architetti
as architect assistent

Al Disco Shop
Verolanuova - BS (I)

with Arch. A. Cannavò and M.Pagani 
as architect assistant

Città delle Scienze C. - SPECIAL MENTION
Parma (I)

with Marazzi Architetti 
as intership

BSS32 Refurbishment
Parma - (I)

as project architect



CM48 Refurbishment
Lavagna - GE (I)

Client:   private
Design Team:  Studio di Architettura Jemmi - Arch. I. Iemmi
  Arch. M. Pagani
Time Planning:  2014/2015 design
Dimensions:  house extension 180 m3

  garage: 130 m3



The project is composed of: an 
extension of a house built in 1930s and 
a garage for two cars.

The scheme is spawned from a very 
narrow range of possibilities allowed 
by building code. It wants to create 
a relationship between the two new 
realizations and the old house, keeping 
a recognizable shape and autonomy 
for the new construction.

The old house is restored and it is the 
main reference of the whole project. 

The plan layout is redesigned to make 
it more functional and to host a guest 
apartment. Furthermore the building 
systems are renewed and improved.

Colours, heights and dimensions are 
designed to draw the attention on the 

old building.



Milan - (I)
Instant House Contest -                     SPECIAL MENTION

Client:   Federlegno Arredo s.r.l.
Design Team:  Arch. M. Budel
  Arch. M. Pagani
  Arch.  F. Stocchi
Time Planning:  2013 contest
Dimensions:  plot area 4000 m2

  built area 650 m2



The new Kindergarten hosts three 
classrooms and public areas designed 
to off er children safe indoor and 
outdoor spaces.

The project wants to match needs 
of a clear and rational geometric 
composition with necessities of various 
and fl exible spaces.

Every single classroom is composed of: 
3 rooms, a common space, a private 

toilet and a patio.
Movable walls allow to organize the 

classrooms in diff erent ways and 
wide windows and skylights permit to 

modulate the light.



Corcagnano Kindergarten
Corcagnano- PR (I)

Client:   ParmaZeroSei s.r.l.
Design Team:  Studio di Architettura Jemmi - Arch. I. Iemmi
  Arch. L. Carriero
  Arch. M. Pagani
  Arch. A. Piergianni
Time Planning:  2012/2013 design
  2013/2014 construction
Dimensions:  plot area 6000 m2

  built area 1600 m2



The new building hosts a Daycare 
(4 classrooms) and a Kindergarten 
(2 classrooms) for 148 children.

The project is spawned from a 
reinterpretation of the common pitched 
roof and it is organized in two parallel 
wings.

The classrooms are composed of two 
main rooms, a private toilet and a small 
play space so-called soft corner. 
The main play rooms are two common 
areas outside the classrooms and they 
are thought as sharing spaces where 
children can socialize during the play 
time.



Milan - (I)
Trentinosviluppo Stand -                   Made Expo 2010

Client:   Trentinosviluppo s.p.a.
Design Team:  Arch. F. Bianconi
  Arch. M. Pagani
Time Planning:  2011 design
  2011 construction
Dimensions:  built area 500 m2



The project is a collective stand 
that hosts 11 fi rms from Trentino 
Alto Adige, Trento University and 
Trentinosviluppo s.p.a.

Every single fi rm has its own space, 
composed of a public area and a 

warehouse, located in the black and 
white boxes on the stand’s perimeter. 

Trentinosviluppo and Trento University 
are hosted in the main space: a secret 

garden in the middle of the stand.

This space wants to remind woods and 
valleys of the region and the naturalistic 
approach that is peculiar of the hosted 

fi rms.  



USI/SUPSI Campus
Lugano - (CH)

Client:   USI - Università della Svizzera Italiana
  SUPSI - Scuola Universitaria Professionale della   
  Svizzera Italiana
Design Team:  Marazzi Architetti - Arch. D. Marazzi
  Iotti + Pavarani Architetti - 
  Arch. P. Iotti, Arch. M. Pavarani   
  Arch. M. Pagani
Time Planning:  2011 contest
Dimensions:  plot area 22.000 m2

  built area 26.000 m2



The urban tissue, where the new 
campus will be built, is very uneven 

and fragment. The scheme proposed is 
a texture that wants to generate a new 

identity for the district.

The campus hosts classrooms, offi  ces 
and laboratories of USI and SUPSI. It is 

organized by tower-patio buildings.
 

The outside areas and the garden-roofs 
are designed as semi-public spaces.  

Furthermore the project wants to 
create a relationship between the city 

and the Cassarate river through a 
public park and a promenade on the 

riverside.



Al Disco Shop
Verolanuova - BS (I)

Client:   private
Design Team:  Arch. M. Pagani
  Arch. A. Cannavò
  Arch. M. Pagani
Time Planning:  2008 design
  2009 construction
Dimensions:  built area 50 m2



The new shop is thought as a big 
showcase where the whole space is 
designed as an exposition area visible 
from the outside. 

The main selling area is the central 
table, where clothes are stored and 
shown the customers. 

The design of the white costum-made 
furniture aims to make itself disappear 
and lets the clothes result.



Reference letter: Prof./Arch. AURELIO CORTESI

Among the many architects who have been my students at the University of Parma 
and then worked in my offi  ce, Marcello Pagani is one of the few who has both 
deep talent and strong design abilities with a kind and cooperative attitude; the 
features so peculiar to his personality can be easily expressed in a few words, in 
order to give a very precise picture of him: a dedicated person who deeply cares 
about the quality of his work.

He was a student in Architectural Design Studio I taught in his fi rst year at 
the School of Architecture in Parma, Italy. I was able to follow his growth and 
improvements during his learning process. 
A clever and open minded student.  He as well was appreciated for his many and 
signifi cant human qualities: these were matched by a continuous ability to develop 
a deep critical understanding as well as an historical analytical attitude which 
Marcello applied to architectural design process with additional theoretical studies. 
This, as a professor as I am, is something that I consider very relevant.

I believe that Marcello Pagani can show in his design work, collected in his 
portfolio, some linguistic and constructive innovations applied both in the design 
of public space and in the design of private building.
His works expresse a very fi ne capacity from the conceptual idea, in the design 
process to the structural and advanced  technological details.

As a conclusion, I strongly recommend Marcello as a very strong, dedicated 
person, a valid colleague who can implement the quality and the precision of the 
design process. 

Parma, 26/05/2015

Cortesi Architetti
Strada del Consorzio 4 
43121 Parma – Italy
phone: 0521/231020
e-mail: aurelioc@tin.it

Former Professor of Architectural 
Design at the University of Florence 
and Parma

Reference letter: Prof./Arch. MARCELLO MARCHESINI

I fi rst became acquainted with Architect Marcello Pagani at the School of 
Architecture in Parma - Italy, during the Architectural Design Studio II and then I 
was mentor his for the graduation thesis.
During this time I coul see his passion for architecture. Always reliable and on time 
delivery has been shown to have great skill in three-dimensional modeling and 
graphic rendering with renderings and models of various sizes.

Furthermore he worked with me during the Territori Oltre lo Stretto Workshop, 
organized by Università Meditterranea di Reggio Calabria, and in those days I 
could appreciate his ability to relate to other people and to work in tearms with 
harmony and personality

Professional very interest in architectural issues, he continued his vocational 
training path through architectural readings, visiting expositions, conferences and 
attending at workshops.
After his university degree we have been in contact with each other and I helped 
him to choose the studios whom he could collaborate with, considering offi  ces 
which might be helpful for his human and architectural growing. 

As you can see in his wallet can handle projects raning from urban scale to that of 
the interior 

In conclusion I wpuld say that Marcello Pagani proved helpful, punctual deliveries 
and fl exibility in the management of a cooperative project. Careful and precise was 
able to adress the issues and assign them tasks always showing great curiosity and 
passion.

I will be pleased to answer any additional questions you may have.

Prato, 27/07/2015

mdu architetti
Via del Cassero 16/3 
59100 Prato – Italy
phone: 0574/433345
e-mail: marchesini@mduarchitetti.it

Professor of Architectural Design at the 
University of Parma and Ferrara, 
founding partner of mdu architetti


